Hertford Resident

My Ref:- K-BC012.Y4
Your Ref:Please reply to:- Damian Higgins
Email:- damian.higgins@hertfordshire.gov.uk
Direct Dial No:- 01908 373 383
Date:- 31 January 2018
Hertfordshire County Council Traffic Order Services
Room 202 Postal Point CH0242 First Floor Old Building County Hall Pegs Lane Hertford. SG13 8DN.
Customer Service Centre – 0300 123 4047

Dear Resident/Business
Proposed Traffic Regulation Order and Urban Design Project
Maidenhead Street, Hertford
It has come to our attention that the previously publicised email address for consultation on
the Maidenhead Street project is not functioning. The project has also undergone some
design changes that we would like to share at this stage with you. Therefore, we are
reconsulting the public at this informal stage, to ensure we capture the full picture from the
community, using the following email:
damian.higgins@hertfordshire.gov.uk
We would request any previous emailed comments to be resent to the above address.
The Hertford Urban Design Strategy project for Maidenhead Street continues to progress
through preliminary design. The overview plan, enclosed in the back of this letter, shows the
current proposals envisaged to enhance the street scene of Maidenhead Street, The Wash
and Bull Plain, using pedestrian priority space and managing traffic flows through the area.
The project is now ready to engage further with you, the local residents and businesses, to
both inform you of the current proposals and the purpose behind them, alongside the
informal consultation for the proposed changes to the associated permanent Traffic
Regulation Orders (TRO) as well as an experimental TRO (ETRO).
In support of this East Herts Council and Hertford Town Council project, Hertfordshire
County Council is facilitating the consultation and statutory process surrounding the
associated TROs, as the Highway Authority. Enclosed on the inside leaf of this letter, you
will find a plan of the proposed changes and TROs for these roads.
Proposed TROs include a reversal of the one-way system on Maidenhead Street with an
associated No Right Turn out on to The Wash. This is to dissuade unauthorised access of
Maidenhead Street from The Wash and create a wider pedestrian crossing on a raised
junction at the existing location. One of the principal objectives of the project is to promote
pedestrian connectivity between Hertford East railway station and the theatre area.
Another principal objective is to reduce the amount of traffic movements created by visiting
vehicles unsuccessfully searching for a parking space at Bull Plain. This is the sole access
to Folly Island for residents and turning movements in this street can be obstructive to other
users. To achieve this, we propose a TRO change to remove the standard parking bays
currently in Bull Plain, but keep the three disabled parking bays on this street. This would
present an opportunity to create an urban space within this central point.

‘No Waiting at Any Time’ is proposed to protect the junction, at Bull Plain and the
indicated sections on The Wash, from inconsiderate obstructive parking. These are
the proposed permanent TROs being informally consulted upon. All other changes
are proposed under an experimental TRO.
The project is ambitious and the management of the various highway operations is
complex because of the historic and confined environment. For this reason, we will
be implementing an ETRO in order to monitor the impact of its operation to inform a
later decision on whether to make the ETRO permanent, following a trial of at least
six months.
This ETRO will prohibit all motor vehicles from using Maidenhead Street Monday –
Sunday, except for access between 6pm and 10am, i.e. for delivery. This is to promote a
more definitive pedestrian area and shopping experience, by segregating the delivery
access from the main shopping periods. This Order will permit cyclists and pedestrians
to use the route at all times but limit vehicle deliveries to between 10pm and 6am.
It is recognised that this will have an impact on the delivery logistics of businesses in this
area and we are therefore proposing to implement goods loading bays, to mitigate this
change, at either end of Maidenhead Street. One of these bays will be in the existing lay
by on The Wash, which will require the relocation of the current bus stop.
Following safety advice, it is considered that the most effective location for this bus stop
will be adjacent to the existing Northbound bus stop on The Wash. This is to reduce the
width of carriageway to one car width in the infrequent event of two buses stopping at
each stop at the same time. This is to reduce the likelihood of unsafe vehicle
movements during peak times. In turn, this will require the removal of the existing taxi
bays to accommodate the bus stop relocation. It will also require a reduction in the
number of parking bays currently on The Wash at the bridge.
Part of the changes proposed to Maidenhead Street are to remove the exemption for
Disabled Badge Holders to access the Street, between 10am and 6pm. The provision of
the Disabled Parking Bays in Bull Plain is kept, to mitigate this restricted access. All
other TROs will remain unchanged.
The permanent TRO will follow the statutory consultation process before construction
works begin. The Experimental TRO will be implemented at completion of construction,
with at least a six-month trial following, to inform the final decision on either
implementing, changing or removing the Order for this element. During that time, we will
be considering all comments on the ETRO under consultation. However, your comments
are welcome at any time.
This letter initiates the informal consultation of the permanent Traffic Regulation Order
process and we would be pleased to receive any comments or observations you may
have on the proposals. The closing date for responses to be received is 14 days from
the date of this letter.
Thank you for considering these proposals, we look forward to hearing from you.
Yours faithfully

Damian Higgins
Principal Engineer

Hertford Urban Design Strategy

